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Failed Disruption Propagation
in Genetic Programming

 Failed disruption propagation is when run time disruption does 
not reach a program’s output.
● Disruption can be in the syntax (e.g. an error, bug, mutation, 

crossover) or a transient glitch, external action
● To have an effect the perturbation must reach the outside.

● E.g. a function’s output is unchanged if an error’s impact 
does not propagate to the return statement.

1. Information theory: FDP is universal in nested programs
2. Monte-Carlo test geometric model
3. Effectiveness of test suites grows slowly with additional tests
4. Insert run time error into deep fit GP trees

● Approximate exponential decay with depth, confirming 
Monte-Carlo random sampling simulations

● Conclude need shallow open architectures
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Failed Disruption Propagation
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 On test cases 0, 1 and 10 get correct answer
 On test case 0

● a is 1 but should be 5
● but b is 0 (which is correct)

 Disruption, due to adding wrong constant, fails to 
propagates to the return statement and so has no 
external effect.





Crossover disruption fails to propagate to 
root node for test case x=2

Original code (best generation 5)
● Crossover removes “x” and inserts “(- x x)”
● On test case x=2, Eval 2 replaced by eval 0
● Protected division “(% x x)”

● was eval 1
● now “(% x 0)” eval 1

● Change has no impact at % or above %
● Disruption fails to propagate to root node
● No change in fitness

No side effects.
Static environment.



Information Funnel

Computer operators are irreversible. Meaning input state 
cannot be inferred from outputs. Information is lost
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Information funnel

More information 
enters than leaves
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Information flow in five nested functions

Potential information loss at each (irreversible) function
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Disruption may fail 
to reach reach 
output.

(No side effects.)

Output
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Monte-Carlo Model of
Failed Disruption Propagation

 Assume small finite chance run time disruption will fail to 
propagate at each function between error and the root node.

 Simplify: tree is random, chance is fixed.
 Uniformly sample ten binary trees of 74 sizes 1 to 20,000,001 

(all sizes up to 41 and then 9 sizes per decade).
 Five levels of FDP (1, 10, 30, 70, 130).
 Total 6,000,016,700 simulations
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Average distance to root 
node is ≈ √(π|size|/2)



Monte-Carlo Simulations
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For bigger trees, the RMS best fit line indicates: 
chance of disruption = 
chance of random mutation lying in 89.51 nodes closest to root node

Other 4 geometric models (means 1, 30, 70, 130) behave similarly.



Monte-Carlo Summary
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 For deep trees, each Monte-Carlo simulation
● chance of disruption = a/size (2nd column)

so falls with increasing tree size
= chance of hitting a nodes closest to the root node.

 With trees deeper than about 2.7 times (4th column) the FDP 
penetration (1st column) the fixed target a/size rule applies.



Slow increase Effectiveness of Test Suites

 Without extra information, i.e. blackbox testing, the best test 
suite has n independent tests. 

 If tests are equally effective at detecting errors (or mutations), 
the effectiveness of the combined test suite grows as log(n).

 If tests are not equally good, the performance of the test suite 
is dominated by the best tests and the other contribute little.
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Log n increase in test set ability to detect change
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Number of functions disruption must pass through to the root node before 
the chance of changing fitness is less than 1%, versus test suite size. 
Vertical axis normalised by dividing by mean of geometric distribution



Most effective tests dominate test suites
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Combined effectiveness only slightly better than best.

Even if tests are independent, weaker ones (eg blue, purple) contribute little 
to the test suites ability to detect changes.



Failed Disruption Propagation
in Genetic Programming

 Evolve deep fit GP trees by running to 600 generations (i.e. do 
not stop when reach solution but allow to bloat).

 For every test case; for every location in the tree;
● Insert run time error by artificially increasing evaluation by 1.0
● Follow perturbation up GP tree towards root node.
● Compare with original error free run time evaluation
● Note where failed disruption propagation occurs, ie where 

disrupted and original evaluations becomes identical.
 Some variation between GP runs and test cases but essentially 

see flat “warm up” region near disruption followed by 
exponential decay predicted by Monte-Carlo geometric 
distribution.
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Table of GP parameters



 Some text
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+1 run time perturbation, ten GP runs
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Mostly FDP means inserting +1 into run time evaluation makes no difference.
On average 83.3% of perturbations do not reach the root node.
Most are not due to multiple by zero or divide by zero.



Distance +1 disruption travels
before evaluation becomes identical
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Test cases have different abilities to detect disruption.
Test values near zero suffer more FDP. 
Note rapid rise followed by approx exponential tail



Best fit to exponential, ten GP runs
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Variation between runs, but on average disruption falls as about    e-x/5



Best fit to exponential, ten GP runs
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Calculate best fit (as previous slide) for all test cases. Plot exponent for 
each test case. Variation between runs, but tests near ±1 more effective
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What to do: Evolve shallow code
 Information loss is inevitable in digital computing.
 It causes failed disruption propagation (FDP),
 which leads to software robustness. 

● FDP is a unifying theme in software engineering’s 
coincidental correctness, anti-fragile software, correctness 
attraction, mutational robustness, neutral variant rate and 
underlies theories of optimal oracle placement.

 Nested expressions suffer failed disruption propagation.
 Deep mutations and crossovers do not change fitness
 Without fitness changes there is no evolution
 To avoid code fossilising, changes must impact performance
 To evolve code it must be shallow, close to its environment
 Open porous lung like code, possibly in many dimensions, with 

open channels between shallow code modules 



● In large trees Monte-Carlo simulations with a fixed small 
chance of failed disruption propagation per function predict 
rate of fitness change inversely proportional to size.

● Effectiveness test suite ≤ O(log n)
● In large fit GP trees 83% of run time disruptions fail to 

propagate to the root node, and so do not change fitness.
● Information theory predicts, without side effects, nested 

irreversible computation will loose information and so nested 
expressions must suffer failed disruption propagation.

● For continued rapid evolution, code must be shallow and/or 
include side effects, eg to connect code to its fitness 
environment
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Conclusions
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Evolve Large Open, Lung Like, Open Architecture
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● Make code is shallow.
● Shallow code does not 

suffer failed disruption 
propagation.

● Instead fitness disruption 
caused by mutations and 
crossover do have impact.

● Fitness can direct evolution.
● Suggest large porous code
● All code near organism’s 

environment.
● Communication between 

code internally & externally 
eased by globals, side 
effects, pipes, TCP/IP etc. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/2112.00812

http://arxiv.org/abs/2112.00812


To evolve large complex code, 
Must AVOID large fossil of dead code
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● With deep code most 
crossovers and 
mutations make        
no difference.

● Leading to random drift
● Not directed evolution
● To avoid dead center 

evolving code must be 
near environment.

Large dead center

Thin evolving crust
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